Acquirement of rituximab resistance in lymphoma cell lines is associated with both global CD20 gene and protein down-regulation regulated at the pretranscriptional and posttranscriptional levels.
Acquirement of resistance to rituximab has been observed in lymphoma patients. To define mechanisms associated with rituximab resistance, we developed various rituximab-resistant cell lines (RRCL) and studied changes in CD20 expression/structure, lipid raft domain (LRD) reorganization, calcium mobilization, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, and complement-mediated cytotoxicity (CMC) between parental and RRCL. Significant changes in surface CD20 antigen expression were shown in RRCL. Decreased calcium mobilization and redistribution of CD20 into LRD were found in RRCL. Western blotting identified a unique 35 kDa protein band in RRCL, which was not seen in parental cells and was secondary to an increase in surface and cytoplasmic expression of IgM light chains. CD20 gene expression was decreased in RRCL. In vitro exposure to PS341 increased CD20 expression in RRCL and minimally improved the sensitivity to rituximab-associated CMC. Our data strongly suggest that the acquisition of rituximab resistance is associated with global gene and protein down-regulation of the CD20 antigen affecting LRD organization and downstream signaling. CD20 expression seems to be regulated at the pretranscriptional and posttranscriptional levels. Proteasome inhibition partially reversed rituximab resistance, suggesting the existence of additional mediators of rituximab resistance. Future research is geared to identify drugs and/or biological agents that are effective against RRCL.